
This program runs at 520 am Monday thru Friday

Various days cover topics of Environment, Texas Heritage & History, and Wildlife 
Conservation.

April – June 2014

Nature: Texas Wildflowers

Tuesday, April 1st, 2014

Spring in Texas is a colorful time of year thanks to wildflowers growing statewide. Jackie Poole says these 
native plants create a sense of place.

09— That is something Ladybird Johnson said that was so great about these wildflowers: they really are unique 
to different areas.

I spoke with Jackie, a TPW Botanist, at the Ladybird Johnson Wildflower Center. To get a sense of how 
wildflowers define a locale, she says look beyond the roadside.

20—If you get away from the roadside, you’ll notice that the wildflowers are different in South Texas to Central 
Texas to the Trans Pecos to East Texas to the High Plains. And so, they’re all unique; it’s like having a home 
town. You can always go back and you can recognize these areas of the state by the plants that are growing 
there.

Bluebonnets and Indian paintbrushes are winding down, making way for other flower forms.

21— [Such as] Little yellow daisy-like flowers. Later in May, there’s a plant that called the basket flower; it’s a 
tall plant, three to four to even six feet tall with large pinkish-white flowers. Right before that, you’ll have 
Mexican Hats and Fire wheels starting in April and going through May and maybe even going into June.

Find more wildflower information at the TWP website. 

Conservation: TPW Foundation

Wednesday, April 2nd, 2014

Texans don’t seem to be familiar with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation.

03— We’re a well-kept secret – unfortunately.

Anne Brown is Executive Director of the Foundation.

14—Our mission is to provide private support to Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to manage and conserve 
natural and cultural resources of Texas. But, we always like to say we leverage private philanthropy with public 
funding for impactful change in Texas. 

And that means reaching out to potential donors to support the agency’s “aspirational” projects.

https://passporttotexas.org/nature-texas-wildflowers/
http://www.tpwmagazine.com/archive/2003/may/scout1/
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-tpw-foundation/
http://www.tpwf.org/


12— We do not raise money for operating – mowing the lawn and things like that. We choose high priority 
projects of the department, and we focus on raising private dollars to help support those projects.

We’ll learn how projects are decided and how strong partnerships make them a reality.

10— The first thing we do is we sit down with the department and their staff, and based on the direction they’re 
getting from the commission – what are important projects that rise to the top as a priority for Texas as a 
whole.

Meantime, find more information about the foundation in the April issue of Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine.

We record our series in Austin at The Block House. Joel Block engineers our program.

Conservation: Funding Good Work

Thursday, April 3rd, 2014

We have everyday tasks to accomplish just to get by, but we also aspire to achieve things beyond the ordinary. 
Texas Parks and Wildlife has those dreams, too. And the TPW Foundation helps turn those dreams into reality. 

03— Our mission is to provide private support to Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to manage and 
conserve natural and cultural resources of Texas.

Anne Brown, Executive Director of the Foundation, says she and her staff identify potential donors who will 
make gifts to help fund the agency’s priority projects.

18— The first thing we do is we sit down with the department and their staff, and based on the direction they’re 
getting from the commission – what are important projects that rise to the top as a priority for Texas as a 
whole. And then, a part of that piece is also having partners. And then the foundation plugs itself in to raise 
those private dollars to make those projects possible. 

Species restoration and land acquisition are among aspirational projects in need of funding. Strong relationships 
with partner organizations attract donors to the table for that purpose.

21— We have universities – typically on the research arm. We’ve got other partners involved, which s would be 
private landowners, or organizations similar to the foundation – private 501(c) 3s. And what we’re all about is 
leveraging those public dollars and private dollars. So, when you’re a donor, that’s a win-win.

You don’t have to be a big spender to be a philanthropist for Texas. That’s tomorrow. 

Conservation: Everyone’s a Philanthropist

Friday, April 4th, 2014

The staff at the Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation brings partners and donors together to fund meaningful 
projects in Texas.

09— Projects like the pronghorn restoration program that we’re partnering with the department and 
Borderland Research Institute out in West Texas.

http://www.tpwmagazine.com
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-funding-good-work/
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-everyones-a-philanthropist/
http://www.tpwf.org/


Wildlife restoration and land acquisition are just two of the areas the Foundation focuses its fundraising. Anne 
Brown is Executive Director.

15— I think anytime these days when you have multiple partners who commit to a project identified as a 
priority and then help give the funds or raise the funds that signals to the donor that this is a project that’s 
important to a wide variety of conservation organizations.

Brown says the work of the Texas Parks and Wildlife speaks for itself and moves people to support the cause 
with philanthropic gifts. 

20— The word philanthropy is so large; sometimes people think philanthropy and they only think of it as a big 
gift. And I always like to define philanthropy as you’re either giving of your time, your energy, or your 
resources. And that’s all philanthropy. A five dollar gift is philanthropy. A five million dollar gift is 
philanthropy. And the time that you spend with an organization is philanthropy.

Learn about the work of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation in the April issue of Texas Parks and Wildlife 
magazine.

Birding: Field Guides

Monday, April 7th, 2014

Before long you’ll see treetops dotted with color. Flowers? Nope. Feathers! Feathers of migrating bird species 
stopping over in Texas. To know what you’re seeing, you’ll need a good field guide. 

17— There are so many really good field guides out there. I always like to recommend the ones that cover the 
whole country, because that way you just spend $20 or so, and you’ve got a book that’s great for any trip, when 
you go visit California to Florida to New York or here in Texas. 

Cliff Shackelford is Parks and Wildlife’s non-game ornithologist.

26— So, I really like the National Geographic Society’s Field Guide to the Birds of North America. The Sibley 
guide is very good. The Roger Tory Petersen guide is very good. And the Golden Guide to Birds of North 
America. So, there’s really three or four. And the neat thing is, is to buy more than one; have one in the car, 
have one at home, and have one at the office. That way, you see different depictions of the birds, and then 
wherever you are that book is going to be at your fingertips. 

Find birding information on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

10— We humans – we like to watch reality TV. You can have that experience out in your yard or at your local 
park, just looking to see what’s going on in the life of a bird.

Birding: Share Sightings on eBird

Tuesday, April 8th, 2014

If bird watching is your passion, consider sharing your sightings with the world on eBird…

03— That the Cornell lab of Ornithology sponsors.

http://www.tpwmagazine.com
http://www.tpwmagazine.com
https://passporttotexas.org/birding-field-guides/
http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/parks/things-to-do/birding-in-state-parks
https://passporttotexas.org/birding-share-sightings-on-ebirds/
http://ebird.org/content/ebird/


Cliff Shackelford is Parks and Wildlife’s non-game ornithologist. With spring migration underway, who knows 
what you’ll see in the next few weeks.

26— And you can easily – on your smart phone or your computer – enter your sightings. You can even start 
with eBird by setting up your yard as a hotspot or a patch that you frequent. And it’s already in the system, and 
then all you have to do is you go and say, ‘Okay; it’s April 27th, and we had a black-throated green warbler, 
and two Tennessee warblers, and a chestnut sided warbler. And other people can see that and get pretty 
excited.

Of course if the hotspot is, say, your backyard, you may not want strangers walking up to your fence line with 
binoculars. You can be somewhat vague when inputting the location of your sighting, and still provide 
meaningful information to your fellow birding enthusiasts.

15— If you’re worried about people finding your secret patch, you can make it more of a broad brushstroke on 
the map, but still submit the data so people can say, ‘Wow. That was Travis County and they had all those great 
birds.’ So eBird is a real good tool.

Find a bunch of birding information on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. 

Wildlife: Baby Mammals

Wednesday, April 9th, 2014

This time of year, reports start rolling in to Parks and Wildlife from people who think they’ve discovered 
abandoned baby animals. 

09—What could have happened is you walked up there, and mama ran off and hid – and baby is hiding there. 
And, as soon as you leave, mama will come back.

That’s not true in every case, though, says Jonah Evans, Texas Parks and Wildlife mammalogist. If you see an 
abandoned baby possum, for example, mom could be gone for good. 

14—With 184 some odd mammals in the state, it’s probably pretty difficult to give you a list of which mothers 
will come back wand which ones won’t. So, what I recommend is before touching and animal – call a [wildlife] 
rehabilitator.

Licensed rehabilitators know animal behavior and can tell you which critters may benefit from intervention. 

09—If you contact one of the many throughout the state – and there’s a whole long list of them on our website – 
they are really the experts in this. Not Parks and Wildlife.

Jonah Evans says although—as a mammalogist—he researches and studies warm-blooded animals, 
rehabilitators are the ones with skills suited to helping citizens’ where abandoned baby animals are concerned.

Find a list of licensed rehabilitators by county on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series…

Wildlife: Legality of Helping Wildlife

Thursday, April 10th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-baby-mammals/
http://tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/wild/rehab/list/
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-legality-of-helping-wildlife/


You know the story of spring: reawakening, renewal, and baby animals. That last part – baby animals – can be 
tricky. You see, sometimes we find infant wildlife when we’re outdoors, and want to “rescue” them, which 
might actually be more like kidnapping.

08—For example, a baby dear [or fawn] will hide quiet and mama will almost always come back. That’s their 
strategy.

See what I mean. Jonah Evans is a mammalogist at Texas Parks and Wildlife; he says unless an animal is 
injured or clearly in distress, leave it alone, but monitor it at a safe distance if you’re concerned. Even then…

06— I recommend, before touching an animal, call a rehabilitator and ask them.

Licensed rehabilitators know animal behavior and can provide guidance, which may also include instructions to 
leave the animal alone because of legal considerations.

12—There are actually some regulations about possessing certain wildlife that you have to make sure you’re 
not violating. Possessing a non-game animal without a license, could be in violation of certain laws.

That can be avoided when you know who to call. Find a list of licensed wildlife rehabilitators—by county—on 
the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas.

TPW Magazine: Best of Texas Photography

Friday, April 11th, 2014

The photography in Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine is world class, and April’s issue focuses on the best of 
the best. Deciding what those would be was no easy task. 

08— The process was tough. We have such amazing photographers; staff photographers as well as freelance 
photographers.

Art Director, Brandon Jakobeit (yah-ko-BITE), says he asked regular photo contributors to submit their 
favorites, and from there, the work began.

10—I printed every single image out – small. Then I cut them out, and kept editing the groups down until I got 
down to the final grouping that were going to go into the magazine.

He ended up with 16 spectacular photographs of Texas’ places, people, and activities. One image even caught 
him by surprise.

13—It was Dan Klepper’s image. It was this mountain biking image, and in the very front, looking at you at the 
bottom, is a horned lizard. So, that one was very surprising, and I thought it was a very neat image. 

Brandon says none of the images were built in Photoshop.

17—Some of these guys use amazing techniques – like Tosh Brown’s image. You see this shot of a redfish –I’m 
not sure exactly how he did it—but I know that he partially submerged the camera, so you can see this redfish 
that was caught, but you can also see the guy fishing above water.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/wild/rehab/list/
https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-magazine-best-of-texas-photography/


Wildlife: Texas Conservation License Plates

Monday, April 14th, 2014

How many times have you seen a Texas license plate with a drawing of a horned lizard on it and wondered 
what it meant.

09— The horned lizard license plate is a critical source of funding that helps us do a lot of work on non-game 
animals.

Twenty-two dollars of the $30 cost of the plate funds non-game study. Michael Warriner is non-game program 
supervisor with Texas Parks and Wildlife. 

13—If you think about it, most wildlife in Texas is non-game. So, these are the species that are helping to shape 
Texas ecosystems; and helping to support populations of animals that we do hunt.

Compared to funding for game species, monies for studying these “less loved” species are not as robust. 
Moreover, it’s not just about studying VICs – very important critters.

10—It also enables us to do work on native plants, and also to fund educational programs regarding non-game 
and Texas habitats.

Tomorrow: we find out how sales of the horned lizard license plate are helping…well…the horned lizard.

Conservation: Money for Horny Toads

Tuesday, April 15th, 2014

For Texans of a certain age, horned lizards were a common sight; not anymore. Luckily, money raised from the 
sale of horned lizard conservation license plates provides funds to study this enigmatic species.

06— We have funded conservation projects on Texas horned lizards. One of those is with the Fort Worth Zoo.

Michael Warriner is non-game program supervisor with Texas Parks and Wildlife.

18—Fort Worth Zoo has an active captive breeding program, and they’re working at reintroducing Texas 
horned lizards back to areas where they used to occur. And we’ve supported that effort in terms of supplies, 
personnel, and helping them facilitate that reintroduction of horned lizards.

Warriner says monies from the plate also fund a project by Texas Tech that studies horned lizard habitat use.

07—So we can understand what sorts of habitat they prefer, and how can we manage habitat to better support 
their populations.

Development has reduced historic horned lizard habitat.

10—There may be other factors preventing them from reestablishing, but we try and determine what’s the best 
quality habitat [currently available] and reintroduce them to those areas.

Find information about the horned lizard and other conservation plates at conservationplate.org.

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-texas-conservation-license-plates/
http://conservationplate.org/
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-money-for-horny-toads/
http://conservationplate.org/projects.phtml


The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas. 

Aquaponics: Using Fish to Grow Food

Wednesday, April 16th, 2014

I predict the next big trend in food production – at least for small farm/commercial operations and backyard 
gardening enthusiasts – will be aquaponics.

05— Simply – aquaponics is a combination of aquaculture and hydroponics.

Monica McGarrity is an aquatic invasive species biologist and coordinates permits for exotic species. The basic 
premise of aquaponics is simple.

07—Waste created from the fish is used to feed the plants; and it’s typically a completely closed recirculating 
system.

Of course, in practice aquaponics is more involved, and there are rules, permits and fees to consider. Oh, and 
fish.

34—Some folks do use species that are native to Texas, including catfish and sunfish; the department does not 
regulate those as long as the brood fish come from an aquaculture source, not from the wild population. But 
when it comes to these harmful or potentially harmful species [such as tilapia], an exotic species permit may be 
required. The key distinction is going to be whether they’re engaging in personal aquaponics or commercial 
aquaponics. If they’re not selling the fish, and the fish are Mozambique tilapia, then a permit is not required.

Monica McGarrity returns tomorrow to tell us more about aquaponics in Texas.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas. 

quaponics: Drought and the Future of Food

Thursday, April 17th, 2014

Aquaponics is a method by which waste created by fish fertilizes crops through a recirculating filtration system. 
Using substantially less water than conventional agriculture, aquaponics may be the future of small-scale 
commercial farming.

15— With the recent droughts, Texas growers are hoping they’ll have more opportunities with aquaponics to 
engage in commercial growing and to produce lettuce and vegetables for restaurants as well as for selling to 
farmers markets.

Monica McGarrity is an aquatic invasive species biologist with Parks and Wildlife. Regulations, fees, and 
permits for an aquaponics system may apply; in some cases, producers raising tilapia may require a permit.

30—The key distinction is going to be whether they’re engaging in personal aquaponics or commercial 
aquaponics. If they’re not selling the fish, and the fish are Mozambique tilapia – this one species of tilapia – 
then a permit is not required. There are some stipulations, and that includes: the fish must be obtained from an 

https://passporttotexas.org/aquaponics-using-fish-to-grow-food/
https://passporttotexas.org/aquaponics-drought-and-the-future-of-food/


exotic species permit holder; you also have to keep what’s called the exotic species transport invoice for as long 
as you have the fish; lastly – no fish can leave the property alive.

They must have guts or head removed before leaving the premises. We have links to more information as well 
as permit applications and transportation invoices at passporttotexas.org.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas. 

TPW TV: Mountain Biking

Friday, April 18th, 2014

The Texas Hill Country is becoming a mountain biker’s Mecca and state parks like Pedernales Falls attract 
folks looking for two-wheeled fun. 

07— Here at Pedernales Falls, we have a great deal of trails that can accommodate all skill levels of mountain 
biking. Watch out for that bump! 

John Alvis is a park ranger at Pedernales.

08— More of our campers are showing up with mountain bikes; particularly on weekends, we get a lot of 
mountain bikers staying in the park and training on our trails in the park.

Mountain biker, Vickie Lewis, says the trails at Pedernales are a hidden gem.

05— Right now, it seems like it’s fairly unknown for bikers. In fact, I don’t know if we’ve seen anyone on a bike. 

Ranger John Alvis.

09— We have probably 8-miles of one lane dirt road trails that will accommodate basic skill level mountain 
bikers. It’s a good way to
get out and see the park.

Pedernales Falls SP has about 20 miles of secondary trails; Wolf Mountain is the most popular among them.

13— And it provides a combination of single track and wider jeep road type terrain. It can range from easy, 
flatter type terrain, to some pretty significant hills. It will provide a good challenge to any skill level. 

Watch a segment on Pedernales Falls State Park mountain biking trails this week (week of April 20) on the 
Texas Parks and Wildlife PBS TV series. Check your local listings. 

Event: San Jacinto Day Celebration

Monday, April 21st, 2014

One of the best historic reenactments in Texas commemorates the April 21, 1836 Battle of San Jacinto.

03— That’s the highlight of our educational program.

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/publications/fishboat/forms/index.phtml#exotic
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/publications/fishboat/forms/index.phtml#exotic
https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-mountain-biking/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hMd-JJ0mtg
https://passporttotexas.org/event-san-jacinto-day-celebration/


Larry Spasic (SPA-sick) is president of the San Jacinto Museum of History. The FREE annual San Jacinto Day 
Festival, April 26, commemorates that game-changing battle.

28—We reenact the surrender of General Santa Ana, the runaway scrape in 1836 when Texan settlers were 
running away from the advance of the Mexican army. And then they also reenact the battle. There is a Mexican 
camp and a Texian camp; inside of those camps you have reenactors in period uniforms who are very familiar 
with history – answering questions in character. It’s the
closest thing you can get to going back in time.

The reenactment isn’t the only fun to be had that day.

25—We bring in naturalists, historical organizations…we have a show of native birds of Texas. Medicine men. 
We have petting zoos. We have musicians. We have people quilting and spinning, and we even have square 
dancers. We have a children’s area; and we have make and take crafts. It is a wonderful safe, educational, free 
family event.

You will find information for the April 26 San Jacinto Day Festival on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Hunting: Rabbits

Tuesday, April 22nd, 2014

When most people think of hunting, they think: deer, dove, duck and feral hogs. But, TPW herpetologist, Andy 
Gluesenkamp, isn’t most people.

04—I hunt primarily rabbits; rabbit hunting is really near and dear to my heart.

Andy’s love affair with rabbit hunting started when he was a boy spending time in the field alongside his father. 

15—I have really fond memories of hunting rabbits with my dad. So, I can say I think it’s the best way to start 
kids on hunting,
because I can look at my personal experience and tie my love of nature all the way back to those early 
experiences.

Hunting for small game like rabbit has its own rhythm.

12—Rabbit hunting is the perfect balance between the abject boredom that goes with sitting in a deer blind, and 
maybe or maybe not seeing a deer, and maybe or maybe not getting to shoot at it, and the battle zone, front line, 
fire fest that can be a good day
of dove hunting. So, somewhere between being bored out of your socks and sounding like you’re in an air raid 
is rabbit hunting.

Andy Gluesenkamp says it’s like a walk in the woods interspersed with the excitement of sighting your prey 
and taking a good shot. More on rabbit hunting tomorrow. 

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

Hunting: Hunting Around the Edges

Wednesday, April 23rd, 2014

http://tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/san-jacinto-battleground
http://tpwd.texas.gov/newsmedia/releases/?req=20140415a&nrtype=all&nrspan=2014&nrsearch=san+jacinto
https://passporttotexas.org/hunting-rabbits/
https://passporttotexas.org/hunting-hunting-around-the-edges/


Expect success nearly every outing when rabbit hunting—especially when you hunt around the edges.

04—[Those are] Areas where people aren’t necessarily going to be conducting other activities.

Andy Gluesenkamp, a herpetologist with Texas Parks and Wildlife, and an avid rabbit hunter, says hunting 
rabbits provides a “walk in the woods” experience. But what about those edges?

21—You would look for fence lines along fallow fields, or old pasture, or berry patches and cactus patches… 
So, there’s less competition with other land use – like cattle grazing. Rabbit hunting usually won’t disturb 
cattle. Or, you’re not going to be competing with deer hunters who are going to be in another kind of habitat.

Ask landowners about hunting their property, or consider hunting on Texas Parks and Wildlife’s public lands. 
Hunt rabbits year-round; however, the cooler months have their advantages.

14—It’s pleasant – getting back to that walking in the woods experience – also in summertime when it’s really 
dry, they can be a lot leaner. I prefer to eat them when they have a little bit of fat on them. If there’s green grass 
on the ground – that’s the perfect time
to go rabbit hunting.

Rabbit as a tasty treat. That’s tomorrow.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

Hunting/Food: Hunting and Eating Rabbit

Thursday, April 24th, 2014

Andy Gluesenkamp calls rabbit the third white meat.

04—Rabbit really is all white meat; it’s like a cross between pork and chicken. It’s very, very lean; there’s very 
little fat in the meat, itself.

A herpetologist with Texas Parks and Wildlife, Andy has hunted and eaten rabbit since he was a boy. 

07—I grew up eating curried rabbit that my mom made. And no one makes better curried rabbit than my mom.

A self-professed “good cook,” Andy Gluesenkamp likes to prepare rabbit he’s harvested. Preparation, he says, 
begins with properly field dressing the animal, which, he adds, is “easy to clean.” Rabbit is a versatile and 
healthy protein that lends itself to a variety of cooking styles.

18— I think my buttermilk fried rabbit is pretty good. I also make rabbit gumbo, based on my mother-in-law’s 
gumbo recipe; and that is exceptional. I’ve also done rabbit pot pie, and Teriyaki rabbit, and grilled rabbit, and 
poached rabbit. It’s really hard to mess up rabbit.

Find Andy’s recipe for Rabbit Gumbo at passporttotexas.org. It’s no curried rabbit, but it’s still tasty.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

Conservation: Texas Tobusch Fishhook Cactus

http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/hunt/public/
https://passporttotexas.org/huntingfood-hunting-and-eating-rabbit/
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-texas-tobusch-fishhook-cactus/


Friday, April 25th, 2014

Sometimes the best course of action is no action at all. At least that’s the stance Texas Parks and Wildlife 
botanist, Jackie Poole, takes when it comes to the endangered Tobusch Fishhook Cactus and the insect grubs 
that eat it.

09— And that’s a real problem, because one of these insects is only known to lay its eggs in Tobusch Fishhook 
Cactus; so, it’s basically as rare as the cactus.

Jackie says in the case of the Tobusch cactus – and its nemesis the Tobusch weevil – the best botanists can do is 
observe.

28—We’ve just been studying it for the last 10 or 15 years to see if there’s some kind of cyclical nature to this 
predator/prey relationship—where you have a big prey population buildup, like a lot of Tobusch fishhook 
cactus are out there, and then all of a sudden the insect population starts to boom because it has so many cactus 
to lay its eggs in. And then the cactus goes away and then it crashes, and then you just go through this cycle 
back and forth.

Other variables could also come into play to explain these fluctuations, making a hasty solution no solution at 
all. Patience is necessary.

13—That’s right. And that’s the main thing I think with endangered species. I often tell people to just to take a 
deep breath, because you just need to sit back and think about it and look at it and not think that the sky is 
falling.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas. 

Wildlife: Black Bears Back in Texas

Monday, April 28th, 2014

The American Black bear is returning to parts of its native range in Texas after a long absence.

13—When Europeans got to Texas, black bears roamed across the entire state. And it wasn’t until the 1950s 
when they were almost completely wiped out. I think by the 60s they were completely wiped out, and then slowly 
started coming back.

Sightings of the Louisiana black bear, a threatened subspecies found in east Texas, trickle into Texas Parks and 
Wildlife; the animals are usually lone males meandering across the Texas-Oklahoma border. It’s a different 
story for the Mexican black bear, says Texas Parks and Wildlife mammalogist, Jonah Evans. 

30—The Mexican black bear seems to be making the biggest comeback right now. And these are bears coming 
across from Mexico – the del Carmen region, sort of across from Big Bend National Park. In 2011 we had 
sightings in a huge number of counties where we haven’t seen them before, like Mennard County, Valverde 
County, Crockett County, and all the way down south in Star County and Webb County. So, we had a lot of 
bears moving around.

What’s bringing these south-of-the-border bears back into Texas? Mammalogist, Jonah Evans, returns 
tomorrow to share his thoughts.

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwild/wild/species/tobusch/
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-black-bears-back-in-texas/
http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/publications/pwdpubs/media/pwd_lf_w7000_1683_12_13.pdf


Wildlife: Drought and the Return of the Black Bear

Tuesday, April 29th, 2014

By the 1960s, the Mexican black bear disappeared from its historic range in Texas because of shooting, trapping 
and habitat loss. Over the past few years, though, we’ve seen its gradual return from across the border in 
Mexico. 

16—You know, Mexico sustained some huge wildfires during the drought, and it destroyed a lot of habitat for 
bears, and sent a lot of the young ones and a lot of the – any of the hungry ones – on long walkabouts looking 
for food. And a certain number of those ended up in Texas.

When I asked Texas Parks and Wildlife mammalogist, Jonah Evans, whether the bears were here to stay, he 
said “it depends.”

33—Whether or not they’re here to stay depends on how good an area they’re able to find for food. So, if they 
find suitable habitat, they find good food resources, if they find a female – or if there is a female here for 
reproduction – then we could end up with potentially a couple of little pocket populations of bears in some 
remote ranches and stuff out in the Western Hill Country. And, you know, I suspect we have a few stragglers out 
in the Hill Country right now. Although, we haven’t had nearly the number of sightings in the last year that we 
had previously.

Do we need to be concerned for our safety with the return of black bears to Texas? We answer that question 
tomorrow.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas.

Safety: When Face-to-Face with a Black Bear

Wednesday, April 30th, 2014

Black bears are returning to Texas after a long absence. No need for concern, though. While they aren’t cuddly 
teddy bears, they aren’t ferocious 800 pound grizzlies, either. 

07—Black bears are much smaller animals. A very, very big black bear in Texas is 400 pounds.

They’re still big wild animals –emphasis on wild. Black bears keep a low profile, but Texas Parks and Wildlife 
mammalogist, Jonah Evans, says it is possible to come into contact with one because—well—they’re a lot like 
us.

13—Bears are a masterful generalist; this is where they can end up causing a problem with people, because 
they love human food. You know, humans are generalists, too. We can eat nuts and berries and meat and bears 
do as well. 

Bears follow the food, making it wise when camping to keep your food at least 100 feet away from your 
sleeping area. However, if you do come face-to-face with one of these mammals…

24—What you want to watch out for is any kind of predatory behaviors, which are extremely rare. Most often 
what people think is threatening is a bear might stand up on its hind legs, growl, slam its feet down on the 
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ground, pop its jaw – what we call ritualistic behaviors. And what that bear is doing is trying to communicate in 
as clear a way as it can that we are invading its territory, and just to back away.

Jonah Evans says attacks on people are rare, and primarily by solitary males, not females with cubs.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas. 

Hunting: Spring Turkey Hunting on the Rise

Thursday, May 1st, 2014

Upland game bird hunters needn’t put up their rifles just yet. You still have about a week to get into the field 
and flush out a turkey…and you won’t be alone.

08— In Texas, what we’ve seen over the last several years – maybe over the last decade – is a continuing 
interest and growth in the number of spring turkey hunters.

Robert Perez is the upland game bird program leader at Parks and Wildlife. Perez says fall turkey hunting is 
often incidental to deer hunting.

05— Say, someone’s in their deer hunting blind, and they see some turkeys and decide, “Okay, I’m going to 
take a turkey.”

But, in springtime it’s all about the bird.

25— It’s more involved as far as calling a strutting male, or a male that’s going into breeding season. He’s 
going to be more colorful; he’s going to be looking for hens and responding to a hunter’s call. So, he’ll [the 
hunter] be imitating the calls of the hen, completely decked out in camouflage at the base of a tree or 
somewhere – trying to get that bird to get close enough to him to shoot. And it can be a very exhilarating, very 
exciting experience to successfully call in a bird. So, it’s quite addictive. 

Log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife website and find out when and where to hunt turkey this month. Just 
click on the hunting tab and then season dates by animal.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series, funded by your purchase of fishing and 
hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

Hunting: Turkey Hunting Isn’t Just a Fall Pursuit

Friday, May 2nd, 2014

Spring hunting season for turkey wraps up this month. 

04— In Texas – the majority of the state – the western two-thirds of the state are going to be Rio Grande 
Turkey.

Robert Perez, upland game bird manager at Parks and Wildlife, says over the long term, Rio Grande turkeys are 
doing well in their range. Another sub-species is the Eastern Wild Turkey, which occurs in deep East Texas.

13— And it’s population, for many years, Texas Parks and Wildlife and partner –the National Wild Turkey 
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Federation – worked very, very diligently to restore that bird. But there is a spring eastern season in certain 
east Texas counties only.

You can find those counties in the online version of Outdoor Annual on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. 
Meantime, if you plan to take advantage of the waning days of spring turkey season…

13— To hunt any upland game bird, there’s the upland game bird stamp – a seven dollar stamp – required to 
hunt pheasant, quail, turkey, or chachalaca. So, to hunt those species, you buy that stamp, and then that goes 
toward the conservation of that bird.

Find license, hunting and management information for all game species on the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
website.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series, funded by your purchase of fishing and 
hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

TPW TV: Flocking with Friends

Monday, May 5th, 2014

We’re deep in the heart of the 18th Annual Great Texas Birding Classic, which began April 15 and continues 
through May 15. It’s the world’s biggest and longest bird watching tournament. 

Martha McLeod’s fifth grade science class – called the Awesome Ospreys – participated in last year’s event. 
They set their sights on seeing 100 species during the sunrise to noon tournament. 

30— I’m hoping these kids can get to 100. They’re the last team to compete [Where’d he go?]; being at the tail 
end of migration, it’s going to be tough [It just flew over there.] Right now, they’re neck-and-neck with my 
fourth grade team. [Yeah, the eastern kingbird up there. There’s an Oriole! Oh, I see a spoonbill, guys. 
Whoa, what is that? A white ibis. The red-winged blackbird.] We’re not just doing textbook knowledge; we’re 
doing real world learning. And, if you put excitement in it, and you show the relevance to their own life — 
you’ve got them hook, line and sinker. 

Find out if Martha McLeod’s Awesome Ospreys reached their goal of 100 birds, this week in a segment on the 
TPW PBS TV series. Check your local listings.

Restoration: Galveston Bay Oil Spill

Tuesday, May 6th, 2014

A late March collision between two ships in Galveston Bay caused a leak in one of them, spilling more 
than168-thousand gallons of fuel oil into the Gulf.

06— This time of year is particularly of concern to us because it’s the spring migration, we’ve got a lot of 
migratory shore birds moving through. 

Andy Tirpak is with the Ecosystem Resources Assessment Team at Texas Parks and Wildlife.

08— So, in essence we’ve got oil on the beach where birds are coming through to rest, to feed, as they continue 
their migration. So it’s challenging right now.

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwild/hunt/
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Shortly after the spill, rescuers discovered oil-slicked and injured birds all along the coastline. Biologist A.J. 
Vale, with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, is among the many wildlife advocates on hand to save them.

10— It’s just tough seeing the birds all oiled and struggling. They’re trying to clean themselves and they ingest 
the oil and it must make them really sick.

Andy Tirpak says they’re working against the clock to clean up this vital ecosystem. 

10— It’s not just that we’re going to try to save the birds. If we try to save the birds – that’s great, that’s good – 
but we also need to be worried about impacts in the sand and the things that live in the sand that the birds are 
feeding upon.

Hundreds of shorebirds are dead or oil coated. By early April, oil from the spill in Galveston Bay drifted ashore 
on Padre Island National Seashore. Check for updates on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Conservation: Rare and Endangered Texas Plants

Wednesday, May 7th, 2014

We have a fair share of threatened and endangered plant species in Texas.

08— Actually listed endangered or threatened plant species, we have probably right now around thirty-two.

Botanist, Jackie Poole says Texas has even more rare species.

15— We maintain a list of the rarest species in the state, which is about 250. And then we have about another 
200 species that are not very common, but not at the level of being endangered.

One of the rarest of the rare is Texas Wild Rice.

11— It only occurs in two miles of the San Marcos River and, of course, the San Marcos River, is within the city 
of San Marcos almost its entire length. So there are all kinds of pressures.

Pressures like recreation and development… but money and manpower through the Edwards Aquifer Habitat 
Conservation Plan benefits the species, which has only ever existed in the clear, warm, spring fed waters of the 
San Marcos River.

20— The only similar river in Texas, really, is the Comal River. And interestingly, the father of Texas botany – 
Ferdinand Lindheimer – lived in New Braunfels on the Comal River, but he never collected the plant. So, it 
suggests that it certainly wasn’t at his backdoor step. We think it’s always been in the San Marcos River and 
that’s it.

Tomorrow: getting to know Texas Wild Rice.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects in 
Texas.

Conservation: Texas Wild Rice

Thursday, May 8th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-rare-and-endangered-texas-plants/
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Texas Wild Rice is an endangered species that exists only in a two mile stretch of the San Marcos River. 

06— Just in that two-mile stretch. Because, what happens is, you go further down the river and the river‘s 
character changes.

Botanist, Jackie Poole says where the rice grows, the spring-fed river is clear and a constant 72 degrees; but, 
farther downstream…

10— It’s very different. It starts to become more turbid, and loses that constant temperature quality. So, it’s just 
not as good habitat further downstream.

When asked to describe the plant, Poole laughed and said it’s like flowing hair.

15— [chuckle] That’s probably the best way to say it. If you envision someone with long, flowing hair, the 
leaves are submerged under water. And they can be up to 10 to 15 feet long, and so they just wave underneath 
the water with the current.

So here we have a very rare and endangered plant that only grows underwater along a two mile stretch of river. 
So, does that mean we never see it?

17— It does flower. And when it flowers, the flowering stalks are produced above the water. So then you would 
see flowering stalks that look like, um, maybe most grasses – like a Johnson grass. I hate to use that example of 
a noxious, invasive species. But it does resemble that.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series.

Outdoor Activity: Picnicking in State Parks

Friday, May 9th, 2014

May kicks off picnic season in Texas and Angela Shelf Medearis—an Austin-based author and cook whose 
moniker is The Kitchen Diva—shares tips for a stress-free picnic in the park.

62— Well, let me give you Diva Picnic 101. For one – make foods that you could do in advance. If I was doing 
a picnic, I would have something like a really good roast chicken; just cut the pieces up and pack those in there. 
I do a Carolina Cole Slaw; you toss it up, throw it in the refrigerator – it gets better day-by-day. So, if you want 
to do that ahead you could. You don’t have to worry about having to do everything that day. That takes all the 
fun out of the picnic to me if you’re trying to do all the food prep, and pack everything, and get everybody to the 
park. So, start your picnic a few days ahead. Use a lot of fresh fruits for dessert. The thing about a picnic that I 
love is you can totally unplug and really focus on the people you should be paying the most attention to. You 
can get out in nature; we have some beautiful parks. Some beautiful places to go in Texas. And, it gives you a 
chance to really focus on the most important things: your family, nature, the beauty of life… So, do a little 
planning ahead, and pick dishes that will be fine hot or cold, and you can’t go wrong for a great picnic.

Watch the Diva prepare her Cole Slaw recipe at passporttotexas.org.

Wildlife: Urban Alligators

Monday, May 12th, 2014
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The American alligator is a large leathery reptile found in Texas. Once endangered, it has rebounded due to 
thoughtful conservation and management practices; but not everyone is happy about this.

05— The public generally has this exaggerated fear of alligators.

Cord Eversole is a grad student at A&M Kingsville, and studies alligators as a research assistant with the Caesar 
Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute. He says reality TV shows sensationalize human/alligator encounters and 
feed public fear.

14— From that, whenever alligators turn up in residential areas or on the road, or public areas, they’re quick 
to call parks and Wildlife to try to come and remove these alligators whether the alligators are really posing a 
threat or not.

The animals travel from one wetland area to another in search of mates and – in the case of young males – 
territory. Eversole adds, although gators do not generally stay long in residential areas, we’ll likely see them 
more often.

09— The alligator population is expanding, but the amount of available habitat is decreasing. That’s why it’s 
becoming more and more of a problem through the years.

If you do find an alligator in your yard, use common sense and keep a safe distance, don’t feed them, but do 
enjoy them.

04— Enjoy the opportunity to be able to see them up close and in person.

If one becomes a nuisance or a threat, call Texas Parks and Wildlife. The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration 
program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects throughout Texas. 

Wildlife: Alligators and Drought

Tuesday, May 13th, 2014

Tussling with alligators isn’t just for reality TV. 

09— Typically, anything that’s under about seven feet in length, we capture from a boat. The real small ones, 
like the hatchlings, you can grab with your hand; they’re pretty harmless. 

The bigger ones take more caution, finesse, and duct tape, says 25-year-old Cord Eversole, a graduate student at 
A&M-Kingsville. 

09— We’re real fortunate to be able to be involved in a study looking at reproduction – in particular – and how 
drought affects hatching success of the eggs.

He studies the reptiles in his role as a research assistant at the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute.

22— A large majority of our data was collected through mark/recapture, and so we tagged roughly 250 
alligators at Brazos bend SP, and then captured [them] a year later, so that we could look at how much they 
had grown in a year’s time, and how the data that we gathered differs from data that was gathered in other 
parts of their range in the United States.

Thus far, his data reveals something rather unexpected. And we’ll hear about that tomorrow.

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/newsmedia/releases/?req=20140321b&nrtype=all&nrspan=2014&nrsearch=alligators
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-new-theories-about-american-alligators/


The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects 
throughout Texas.

Wildlife: New Theories about Alligators

Wednesday, May 14th, 2014

Drought affects different species in different ways. In the case of the American Alligator, recent dry conditions 
have affected this once-threatened species’ reproduction.

15— What we found was the size of the clutch of eggs – or the number of eggs in the clutch – that females lay 
doesn’t change during drought years. But, the number of hatchlings that are produced from a clutch of eggs 
decreases substantially.

Cord Eversole is a graduate student at A&M-Kingsville and a research assistant at Caesar Kleberg Wildlife 
Research Institute. He studies gators.

12— We thought that what we were going to end up finding was during these drought years the clutch size 
would decrease, but the number of alligators produced from the clutch would stay constant across the years. 
We found the opposite.

He said turning old theories inside out is exciting.

26— The exciting thing about alligator research in general is that — believe it or not –there’s been very few 
studies conducted on them throughout their range, but more specifically in Texas, there’s only been a handful of 
studies conducted in the state. And so, a lot of the information we gather from my study and studies that are 
coming up in the future, they’re going to produce brand new information, put new twists on old thoughts of how 
things work with alligators in general.

The more we understand environmental effects on species like the American Alligator, the better able we are to 
manage them. 

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and funds diverse conservation projects 
throughout Texas.

Wildlife: Snake Nerd Nirvanna

Thursday, May 15th, 2014

The snake nerds will be out in force in west Texas at the end of the month for Snake Days – and Texas parks 
and Wildlife herpetologist Andy Gluesenkamp will be among them.

15— This is really a snake celebration event. Where people who love snakes get together and talk about snakes, 
and look for snakes, and share pictures of the things that they found, and basically enjoy themselves in the 
burgeoning metropolis of Sanderson, Texas, population 880.

I had to know: are there enough snake lovers in the world to warrant such an event?

10— There are four hotels in Sanderson, Texas, and they have had all of their rooms booked for this upcoming 
event for about the last six months – so you tell me. 

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-new-theories-about-alligators/
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In addition to the camaraderie of being with others who “get you,” there are also educational opportunities.

33— We have a full roster of award-winning authors, well-respected biologists, academics, hobbyists, snake 
breeders; a really diverse bunch of speakers, and pretty much the A List of people that we could possibly hope 
to have speak at Snake Days. 

What’s a name that might get people excited?

Well, we’re really fortunate to have Harry Green. He wrote the very popular book Tracks and Shadows, which 
came out last year. He’s a snake ecologist from Cornell University, and a really interesting person. Not to 
mention, he tells great stories about snakes.

Snake Days is May 30 through June 1 in Sanderson, Texas. Details at passporttotexas.org.

Wildlife: Sanderson Snake Days

Friday, May 16th, 2014

Beautiful is not the first word that pops into mind when I think about snakes.

03— In all honesty, snakes are living jewels.

Andy Gluesenkamp would say that—he’s TPW’s herpetologist. I suppose snakes are pretty – from a distance.

11— Particularly gray banded King snakes and milk snakes – the sort of snakes that people like to go out and 
look for in west Texas are incredibly gorgeous and variable and you never know what you’re going to see next. 

Later this month snake lovers will travel to west Texas for Sanderson Snake Days. Herpers – as they’re called – 
attend lectures, revel in camaraderie of like-minded folks, and hunt for snakes in the dark of night. Doesn’t it 
seem herpers take more risks than birders for their hobby?

33— I beg to differ. There’s nothing more terrifying than riding in the car with a birder driving. Herpers do the 
same thing – you know, they may be distracted by a snake in the road, but in Texas, it’s actually illegal to stop 
and pick up snakes in the middle of roadways. So, our herpers aren’t going to be swerving and stopping as 
birders tend to do. And you know who you are.

Good times. Sanderson Snake Days is May 30 through June 1; find details at www.snakedays.com.

Safety: National Safe Boating Week

Monday, May 19th, 2014

It’s National Safe Boating Week, and we want to share a cautionary tale. This is part one. Justin Crawford and 
his High School buddies, Taylor and Brandon set off on Lake Ray Hubbard near Dallas one November evening 
in 2008.

04— My dad was bringing me out here in diapers before I could walk – I know it like the back of my hand.

It was nearly dark when they left the dock. Because 18-year old Justin didn’t grow up using life jackets, he 
didn’t have them on his boat when they set out to check trot lines they’d strung earlier. 

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-sanderson-snake-days/
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06— I didn’t think that I would ever be in the situation where I would necessarily need one to save my life. Or, 
to save somebody that I was with life.

A front blew in creating choppy waters; leaving the fish behind, they attempted a hasty retreat to shore when 
both a large wave and 40 mph wind gust hit the boat.

06— Mother Nature can just rock your world so fast; there’s nothing you can do. It’s like fighting a thousand 
people at one time – you know you don’t stand a chance.

Justin, Taylor and Brandon ended up in the icy 42-degree waters of Lake Ray Hubbard… without life jackets. 
And without a “kill switch” the boat kept going.

06— And the whole time we’re just screaming; screaming as loud as we can, hoping somebody will hear us. 
And nobody can hear us. No one’s around.

No one was nearby. It was dark, and the water was deathly cold. Find out what happened next on tomorrow’s 
show.

Boating Safety: A Cautionary Tale

Tuesday, May 20th, 2014

On November 29, 2008, as the sun began to set on Lake Ray Hubbard near Dallas, Justin Crawford, Taylor 
Savant and his cousin Brandon Fugate set off in Justin’s boat, which lacked both a kill switch and life jackets.

A strong front blew in, and the combination of a big wave and a 40 MPH wind gust knocked the 18-year-olds 
into the 42-degree water. Without a kill switch, the boat kept going. 

Brandon decided to swim to shore while Taylor and Justin treaded water in place. Justin picks up the story.

40— Brandon started…kind of getting away from us. And, uh, I just remember Taylor and me looking at each 
other, and knowing we’d really messed up. We couldn’t…couldn’t find him. He was already gone. Then it was 
after that, it was, you know –fight for yourself, you know. It was, you know, no longer, where’s Brandon. It’s 
like, oh man, what am I going to do to save myself? And this boat with two gentlemen came over to me, and they 
threw me a rope. He pulled us both onto the boat, and uh, we sat there for a second, and then we said 
Brandon’s name. And they said: “There’s somebody else?” And we said: “Yes sir.” We looked for him for 29 
days; we finally found him thanks to a lot of help. It was the worst day of my life by far, and I’ll never forget it. 

It’s National Safe Boating Week. Learn how to stay safe on the water by logging onto Boating section of the 
Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Fishing: Angler Education Training

Wednesday, May 21st, 2014

As more people show an interest in fishing, the need for trained angler education instructors also increases.

07— Our strategy is to equip people so that they can bring fishing activities and events and outdoor experiences 
to their own communities.

https://passporttotexas.org/boating-safety-a-cautionary-tale/
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Caleb Harris is an aquatic education training specialist. He trains interested folks to put on fishing events.

12— What we offer is some training to equip people to bring that to their own communities – whether it be their 
city, their church, their scout group… And then we can train them how to put on those events and we can give 
them the resources to successfully do it.

If you or someone you know is interested in becoming a volunteer angler education instructor, it’s easy to find a 
skills workshop.

14— There’s at least one or two happening each month somewhere in the state. And our workshops are free, 
too, to people who are interested in them. So, people can contact us directly and ask when the next workshop is, 
or they can follow the calendar of events on TPW website. They’ll all be posted there, too. 

Harris says the people who reach out to the agency for training are enthusiastic, and believe in fishing as a way 
to engage the outdoors and bring families together.

06— Our volunteers are pretty incredible, actually, how motivated they are to help families get outside and 
have a good experience in fishing.

Find an angler education workshop near you on the TPW website. The WSFR program supports our series and 
is funded by your purchase of fishing and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel. 

Angling: Learn to Fish!

Thursday, May 22nd, 2014

Why is fishing growing in popularity?

07— Access Is there. It’s not expensive. There’s a draw to water. And young kids are excited to get into fishing 
typically, [because] it’s weird. [laughs].

Caleb Harris, an aquatic education training specialist, says access may be the top reason why people fish. 

06—There’s significant access to fishing in Texas. We have lots of lakes and lots of parks. Within ten minutes of 
most homes you can find a place to stick a hook in the water.

Find neighborhood fishing locations on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. And if you’re new to fishing, 
Harris suggests attending a Go Fish! Learn-to-Fish Events at Texas State Parks.

34— The Go Fish events are free events in the park, and they start in the morning – typically – and they’ll have 
education stations. And, they’re very specific for exactly those people who say I’m interested in fishing but I 
really don’t even know where to start. And after about an hour and a half to two hours of basic hands on 
activities to learn these things, then there’s an opportunity to borrow some fishing poles and go fishing right 
there in the park. And after that, most people would have an example of where they could fish, what type of bait 
to use, how to tie on lures and hooks, what different fish they could expect to catch with certain types of bait – 
they would get that information at these events. It really is a good starting point.

Find Go Fish events in the calendar section of the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. 

The WSFR program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing and hunting equipment and 
motorboat fuel. 
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TPW TV: Fitting in, Standing Out

Friday, May 23rd, 2014

When you’re on the water this summer, or any time, and a Texas Game Warden approaches your boat – relax. 
They’re just looking out for your safety. [03 ambience]

07— How’re y’all doin’ today? Fine. How’re y’all doin? Pretty good. We’re doing a water safety check; if I 
could see one life jacket for each person on board, please. You betcha. 

[03 ambience] Cynthia Guajardo is an East Texas Game Warden who lives in the community she serves. 
Keeping her neighbors safe on the water is part of her job.

08— Do you have your fire extinguisher? Yes ma’am. Have a seat for me. Here it is. Will you have a seat for 
me? I don’t want you fallin’.

In addition, Officer Guajardo works with philanthropic organizations in her community to raise money to take 
children from Cherokee County to an outdoor camp in Central Texas.

07— I enjoy it. There’s nothing like seeing a kid do something that they’ve never done before and seeing the 
look on their face is priceless; it’s worth all the months of preparation.

As a game warden she straddles the line between law officer and educator. And you can see more of her story 
on the Texas Parks and Wildlife PBS TV series the week of June 1.

13— Being a game warden is a large part of who I am. Where else can you have the freedom that we have in 
law enforcement, which I love, and deal with the outdoors and have the freedom to educate kids. I mean, it’s a 
bunch of different jobs rolled into one. You can’t beat it.

Conservation: New Conservation License Plate

Monday, May 26th, 2014

Before long you’ll be able to express your driving passion for Texas state parks with the latest addition to the 
conservation license plate lineup.

11— For the first time in about a decade, we are releasing a new plate; and it’s a beautiful yellow tent – the 
iconic boy scout-looking tent – with a campfire and stars in the sky at night.

Janis Johnson is with the Texas Parks and Wildlife marketing Group. She says the new design evokes a sense of 
nostalgia and fun with family and friends at state parks. 

06—Yes, we are looking to create that nostalgic feeling: taking fun memories home with you – even if it’s 
putting them on the back of your car. 

The Camping plate joins the Bluebonnet design, both of which benefit operational activities and visitor 
programs at state parks. Available online, the plates, themselves, cost $30 each, not including the registration 
fee; $22 of cost of the plate supports parks.

https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-fitting-in-standing-out/
https://passporttotexas.org/conservation-new-conservation-license-plate-2/


15— One common misconception is that you have to wait until your renewal date comes up for your license 
plate – and, in fact you don’t! So, you can just go online and order the plate – fill out some information – and 
they will mail it to you, or you can pick it up at your local tax assessor office. 

Find the camping plate and other conservation license plate designs at conservation plate dot org.

Hunting/Food: Making Wild Game Jerky

Tuesday, May 27th, 2014

May is when Parks and Wildlife celebrates al fresco feasting; also known as picnicking. And, if you’re Larry 
Burrier, you always pack along some homemade wild game jerky.

08— First off, it’s more nutritional and better for you than everyday snacks. Plus – the most important thing—
you know what’s in it.

People who say they don’t like jerky because it’s like trying to eat a leather belt, haven’t had good jerky says 
Burrier.

08— It’s supposed to be pliable. If you can take a piece of that meat and bend it without it cracking or breaking, 
that’s when it’s jerky. You don’t want it hard.

From-time-to-time Burrier teaches traditional jerky-making classes at Lockhart State Park. He says making this 
treat from wild game you’ve harvested brings your food full circle when you eat it outdoors – where it 
originated.

08— It’s self-sustaining. It teaches them how to live off the land. What to do with the meat after you harvest it. 
Of course, this state has so much game in it, it’s ridiculous.

Ridiculously delicious, that is. Find a jerky recipe to use with any animal protein, and that requires no special 
equipment to make, at passporttotexas.org.

We record our series at the Block House. Joel Block engineers our program.
______________________________________________

Larry Burrier’s Country Style Jerky in the Oven
From Texas Link to Jerky Making
Recipe for use with 8 pounds of venison or lean beef.

Wet Marinade: 
2 teaspoons curing salt
2 teaspoons curry powder
3 teaspoons cayenne pepper
4 teaspoons black pepper
8 tablespoons salt
3 tablespoons onion powder
2 tablespoons garlic powder
2 cups soy sauce
2 cups Worcestershire Sauce
3 cups water

http://conservationplate.org/
https://passporttotexas.org/huntingfood-making-wild-game-jerky/


Mix all ingredients together to make marinade for your meat.

Directions for preparing meat and making jerky:

1. Trim fat, gristle and membrane from the meat
2. Freeze the trimmed meat for approximately 2-3 hours to make slicing easier.
3. Slice meat into 1/4 to 3/8 inch slices.
4. Place meat in marinade mixture; cover and refrigerate overnight.
5. Once fully marinated, spray your oven with nonstick cooling oil spray, and preheat oven to 140 degrees (or 
lowest setting for your oven).
6. Place a cookie sheet or aluminum foil on the bottom of your oven to catch the drips.
7. Skewer meat strips with metal or wooden skewers and hang along racks 1/4 inch apart to provide for better 
heat and smoke circulation.

8. close the oven door, but use a utensil like a wooden spoon to hold open the door slightly for the first hour, as 
that allows more air circulation and moisture to escape.
9. After an hour close the door completely and check every hour until your jerky is dried, but flexible enough to 
bend. Store in air tight containers in your refrigerator.

Wildlife: Invertebrates

Wednesday, May 28th, 2014

What are invertebrates? The first thing you need to know is they vastly outnumber us humans.

08— Invertebrates are any animal that doesn’t have bones. So, most of the animals on the planet are 
invertebrates.

Think: insects, snails, worms, flies and all manner of boneless animal on land and in the sea. Biologist, Ben 
Hutchins has a soft spot for these spineless creatures.

09— As an invertebrate biologist, I’m interested in where these animals occur, why we find them where they 
are, and what are they doing on a day-to-day basis.

To a lot of us, invertebrates are creepy crawlies; the angst-producing members of the animal kingdom. Ben says 
good bad or otherwise – they all have their place.

18— A lot of these are economically important: they pollinate our plants, they pollinate our crops. Some are 
pests; they eat our plants and eat our crops. Some of them are parasites, and some of them have very interesting 
interactions with other animals. So, they play a really important role in the environment.

And there’s one class of invertebrates that’s captured Biologist Ben Hutchins imagination and we go 
underground to learn about them tomorrow.

We record our series at the Block House. Joel Block engineers our program.

Wildlife: Karst Invertebrates

Thursday, May 29th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-invertebrates/
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-karst-invertebrates/


In most ecosystems living plants are the foundation of the food web, but dark caves – which occur in a 
landscape known as karst – are not most ecosystems.

04— And because there’s no light, there’s no photosynthesis, so there aren’t any plants.

Biologist, Ben Hutchins, studies caves. More to the point, he studies invertebrates that live in them full-time. 

08— Animals that live in karsts have had to have a lot of unique adaptations to deal with that lack of plant 
material.

Including evolving to survive on the droppings of other cave dwelling creatures, like cave crickets that leave the 
karst at night to forage on vegetation. In a way, full-time cave dwellers do eat vegetation – it’s just processed. 
Another adaptation is a much slower metabolism thus reducing their nutritional requirements. So who are these 
denizens of the dark?

21— Crickets, beetles, spiders, scorpions, harvestmen – that’s kind of like a Daddy Longlegs. Then, there’re all 
these aquatic species as well. A lot of people don’t know we have cave adapted catfish, salamanders. And then, 
all kinds of aquatic beetles, aquatic crustaceans… So, lots of interesting things in Texas. It’s an interesting 
place to study cave biology.

How did these invertebrates end up living inside caves? That’s an active area of study we explore with Ben 
Hutchins tomorrow.

Wildlife: Evolving to Live in Caves

Friday, May 30th, 2014

Biologist, Ben Hutchins, studies animals that live full-time in cave environments, including a wide range of 
invertebrates.

07— Crickets, beetles, spiders, scorpions, harvestmen – that’s kind of like a Daddy Longlegs….

How and why these creatures evolved in dark, dank cave ecosystems is an area of active research. One theory: 
they’re relics of the past.

14— They’re leftover from a period of Texas history when it was cooler, more moist. In the Ice Age, these 
animals were widespread on the surface. As the climate changed, they became restricted to the cave 
environment.

Over time, these creatures physically adapted to their new surroundings. They lost their eyesight and 
pigmentation; their metabolisms slowed and their antennae elongated, among other adaptations. Biologists want 
to understand why.

23— Another [thing we want to know] is, why do we see in some places lots and lots of species such as in the 
Edward’s Aquifer, and in other places, we see very few – or almost none. So, some of our very dry caves farther 
west have much lower diversity. So, caves are an interesting laboratory to study what are the environmental 
controls that influence where biodiversity occurs.

Learn more about karst invertebrates on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Fishing: Tackle Loaner

https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-evolving-to-live-in-caves/
https://passporttotexas.org/fishing-tackle-loaner/


Monday, June 2nd, 2014

June 7 is National Free Fishing Day. Yet, when you fish in state parks – once you pay your entrance fee –
fishing is always free. If you’re new to angling, though, you may not have tackle. But we do. And…we’ll share.

07— Many of our state parks that have water for fishing, have fishing poles that people can borrow.

Caleb Harris is an aquatic education training specialist. He says it’s easy to borrow rods, reels and tackle boxes 
with hooks, sinkers and bobbers.

09— [Just] sign a paper that says they’ll bring the fishing poles back, and they can borrow the fishing poles for 
up to a week, sometimes, as they’re camping in the park. Or, if they just come for the day, they can borrow them 
and return them back to the park.

You are, however, responsible for your own bait. Even so – what could be easier than fishing in state parks with 
borrowed tackle?

04— If people are interested in getting into fishing, we try to make that accessible as much as possible.

Find state parks with fishing opportunities and tackle loaner programs when you log onto the Texas Parks and 
Wildlife website. 

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel. 

Fishing: Learning to Fish

Tuesday, June 3rd, 2014

Fishing is an enjoyable way to spend time with family and friends.

06— We think it’s a valuable thing for people to be connected with fishing and the outdoors, and we’d like to 
facilitate that connection.

Aquatic education training specialist, Caleb Harris, says the neighborhood fishin’ program is just one way TPW 
facilitates that connection between people and nature.

05— Every metropolitan center has a neighborhood fihin’ pond. And all those locations are on the [TPW] 
website.

He’s referring to the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. This time of year, the inland fisheries division stocks 
neighborhood fishin’ ponds with catfish. Harris says although spending time with family and friends catching 
fish is fun, something deeper transpires among those who connect with the outdoors.

09—When people are connected to the outdoors in a way that they enjoy it – like fishing – they become 
stewards of it. They want to protect it. Conserve it. Be good users of it.

June 7 is National Free Fishing Day! Find a nearby neighborhood fishin’ pond as well as tackle loaner programs 
when you log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. 

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of fishing 
and hunting equipment and motorboat fuel. 

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/learning/angler_education/tackloan.phtml
https://passporttotexas.org/fishing-learning-to-fish/
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/fishboat/fish/programs/familyfish/


Recreation: State Park Trails

Wednesday, June 4th, 2014

Hiking is a popular outdoor activity at Texas State Parks.

07— Our trails really give people an opportunity to experience everything about state parks without getting too 
involved.

Thomas Wilhelm works with state parks. He says while hikers and walkers do get closely involved in the 
appreciation of nature, they do not need to involve themselves in training or even buy specialized equipment to 
spend meaningful time on the trails.

12— We have hikes from beginner level paved hikes all the way to very difficult hikes. So, regardless of your 
skills or your interests – there’s a trail that’s perfect for you [in a state park].

This includes equestrian trails and ADA Accessible trails. The trails in Texas State Parks offer hikers 
opportunities to experience native flora and fauna, as well as solitude, peace and calm. And, for those who like 
to exercise their brain along with their bodies…

15—There’s also opportunities with interpretive hikes that have panels along the way that explain what’s 
happening. So, you’re either learning something about nature or about history — or whatever it may be. So it’s 
both a relaxing experience or an enlightening experience.

Find trail information at texasstateparks.org. 

Recreation: National Trails Day

Thursday, June 5th, 2014

National Trails Day, which is Saturday June 7 this year, encourages us to celebrate the outdoors on foot.

04— Most of our parks have programs and trail-type events every weekend of the year.

But, Thomas Wilhelm, with Texas State Parks, says there are special trail events around the state this Saturday.

12— Bastrop is having a special hike so you can see the rejuvenation efforts that are taking place in Bastrop 
following the wildfires. Estero Llano Grande and Resaca de la Palma down in the valley are having special 
bird-centric hikes.

There are other hiking events and even trail building, maintenance and repair opportunities at parks across the 
state, too. Thomas Wilhelm says, in the end, the point is to get outside and experience nature.

23— Being on the trails is the first step to really embracing nature. It’s low impact. You’re just doing something 
we do every day – you’re just doing it in a different atmosphere. So, you really get to experience things that you 
may overlook day-to-day, even though it’s right there beside you (even though it’s right there beside you). So, it 
starts people on the path to really appreciating nature and wildlife and everything that’s around them.

Find information about National Trails Day and Texas State Parks trail information at texasstateparks.org. 

TPW TV: Buck Fever

https://passporttotexas.org/recreation-state-park-trails/
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/state-parks/parks/things-to-do/hiking-in-state-parks
https://passporttotexas.org/recreation-national-trails-day/
http://www.texasstateparks.org
https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-buck-fever/


Friday, June 6th, 2014

While hiking, you spy a buck in the distance with large, perfectly formed antlers. Your heart races; your breath 
becomes shallow; your nerves tingle. Hunters call this buck fever. What do perfect antlers look like?

06— Nice smooth lines, tall tines coming off the main beams; very symmetrical one side to the other.

John Stein should know; he’s curator at the Buckhorn Saloon and Museum in San Antonio, where antler and 
taxidermy covered walls draw visitors by the thousands.

05— Overall, in the collection, there’s over 12-hundred trophies that are on the walls –of all difference species.

Some hunters pay landowners handsomely to bag trophy animals—money that’s funneled into land 
management and conservation. For 25 years, deer experts at the Kerr WMA have studied the genetic and 
nutritional aspects of antler growth in bucks, and have shared the data with landowners; biologist, Gene Fuchs.

15— The information that we’ve gained from this study shows that through selection – by never allowing a buck 
that was a spike to ever breed a doe – we produced no spike antler yearling bucks two years in a row. And, the 
percentage of good quality antler yearling bucks has steadily increased.

Learn more this week when a segment called Buck Fever airs on the TPW PBS TV Series. Check your local 
listings.

Fishing: Giving Fish a Hand

Monday, June 9th, 2014

Noodling or hand fishing is a preferred way to land big catfish, for some.

15— What they do is they find holes that are typically on the bank, or in structure timber, what have you. And, 
fishermen will search around in the water blindly, feeling in holes until they find these fish, and then they’ll pull 
them out with their hands.

Whether the anglers get the catfish, or the catfish get the anglers is up for debate.

07— Some of them will tell you they’ll be as gentle as a kitty cat, and some of them will meet you at the door, 
ready to snap on. 

Kris Bodine is a research scientist at Heart of the Hills Fisheries Science Center. 

09—They [hand fishers] tell me that actually blue catfish are a little more aggressive than the flat head catfish, 
and a lot of the hand fishers don’t want to catch blue catfish because they’re so aggressive.

Although hand fishing is not a new sport, it only became legal in Texas in 2011, which means researchers are in 
the beginning stages of studying this unique user group.

16—It seems at the outset right now, in terms of the data we’re collecting, that we don’t have a very big user 
group. There’s probably not a lot of folks going out there hand fishing. In fact, they don’t even have a very long 
window to do it. It’s typically during the spawning season, so they only have a couple months to hand fish.

A survey for hand-fishing enthusiasts. That’s tomorrow.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/hunt/wma/find_a_wma/list/?id=12
https://passporttotexas.org/fishing-giving-fish-a-hand/


The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of hunting 
and fishing equipment and motorboat fuel.

Fishing: Help Improve Catfish Management

Tuesday, June 10th, 2014

Hand-fishing for catfish, also called noodling, is a new way to fish in Texas even though it’s been going on for 
years.

06— And it’s typically passed on from generation to generation. There isn’t a lot of new folks being added to 
the sport.

Hand-fishers use only their bare hands to bring a fish to shore. Kris Bodine is a fisheries research scientist. 
Hand-fishing became legal in Texas in 2011, and since then, TPW’s been trying to understand this user group 
and their needs.

15— What we’re finding is that a lot of these people fish with their family members — it’s just passed on down 
the chain. But a lot of these folks like this sport because it allows them an opportunity to catch really big fish 
that might be otherwise very difficult to catch.

Bodine and his cohorts are collecting data about them using a voluntary online survey.

29—In recent years we’ve been working on developing a statewide catfish management plan. And that catfish 
management plan requires us to have a suite of different kinds of information. One piece of information is we 
need to know about our anglers: what they want, who they are, what they’re catching, and how they want us to 
manage the fisheries. Because they are a new angling group to us, and we know nothing about them — 
virtually. We need to consider their needs in our future management practices.

The survey’s available through the end of this month. Find a link to it at passporttotexas.org [find link to survey 
below].

The Wildlife and Sport fish Restoration program supports our series and is funded by your purchase of hunting 
and fishing equipment and motorboat fuel.

Recreation: Camping with Dad

Wednesday, June 11th, 2014

Camping offers parents an opportunity to bond with their children, and the kiddos a chance to connect with 
nature.

15— Kids love camping, and to get them outdoors is so important. Especially nowadays even more so with all 
the electronics that are out there. They are tomorrow’s leaders, and we want them to be conservation leaders. 
So it’s very important to get them outside and to have a good time with them.

Robert Ramirez is an education and outreach training specialist, and takes his kids camping whenever he can. 
With Father’s Day coming up, he encourages dads (and moms) to plan a camping trip with the kids. It doesn’t 
have to cost a lot.

16— You can find a lot of secondhand items at yard sales and Goodwill; my whole kitchen set is from Goodwill. 

https://passporttotexas.org/fishing-help-improve-catfish-management/
https://passporttotexas.org/recreation-camping-with-dad/


It’s very inexpensive, and those are the kinds of things you’ll want outside that you can beat up or lose and 
won’t cost so much. And camping gear also – it’s there for you to find at yard sales and second hand stores for 
sure.

If you’re new to camping, consider a backyard test run.

15— Once you have your equipment and get outside in the backyard and do a test run – put up the tent and set 
up our little camp site and cook outside. That way you’re going to have an idea of what you’re going to need. 
Make a check-list of everything. And, educate your campers; that’s extremely important to do.

Find camping and safety information on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Recreation: Safety While Camping

Thursday, June 12th, 2014

If given a chance, children—even those enamored with electronic devices—will crave time outdoors.

07— Once they’re out and having a good time, then they just don’t want to stop. And they don’t even miss the 
electronics. They don’t. They don’t miss the electronics at all.

With Father’s Day coming up, Robert Ramirez — an education and outreach training specialist with TPW — 
says it’s an opportunity for dad to take the family on a weekend camping trip. He says: plan for success and 
safety.

33— You know, I have a laundry list of items that –as far as the planning goes — part of it is to educate them 
about the campsite, about the water facility. What they can do. What they cannot do. Where they can go. What 
to use. If they’re going to need a PFD [personal flotation device], or if they’re going to just go hiking to wear a 
whistle all the time. My kids always wear a whistle when they’re out and about at the parks. It’s very important 
to educate them about their surroundings — what to look for and what to stay away from. 

Have your kids ever had to use the whistle? 

No, never have. But, it’s so tempting for them; it’s hard to not use it just to see what happens with dad…where 
dad comes running from.

Are you new to overnight camping? Enroll in a Texas Outdoor Family workshop where your tribe will learn the 
basics of fun and safety in the outdoors. Locate workshops on the TPW website.

Hunting/Cooking: Low and Slow to Cook Game

Friday, June 13th, 2014

Cooking venison for the first time can be intimidating, but Lou Lambert, chef-proprietor of Lamberts 
Downtown Barbecue in Austin and Lambert’s Steaks and Seafood in Fort Worth, is here to help.

60— I grew up hunting and fishing and still do today. But I think most of the lessons I learned about cooking 
game were more failures than things that worked out well when my mother was cooking. 

Because I had two brothers, father – we all hunted. So, we always had quail, dove, ducks and deer. And I 
remember my mother struggling to cook deer, because (and the biggest mistake she made) was not realizing 

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/spdest/parkinfo/facilities/campsites/
https://passporttotexas.org/recreation-safety-while-camping/
https://passporttotexas.org/huntingcooking-low-and-slow-to-cook-game/


because game is, if you will, grass-fed, all-natural – it does not have the fat content. And, because it is more in 
motion – the muscles tend to be a little bit tighter, which means tougher. 

So, lack of fat and more movement tells you that you have to do a slow, moist heat cooking method, unless you 
have it ground into sausage, or pounded for chicken fried [steaks], most of that deer – 80% — you need to 
either do a braise or a very slow barbeque smoke method.

Find wild game recipes on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration 
Program supports our series.

Wildlife: Texas Scorpions

Monday, June 16th, 2014

With crablike pincers and barbed tails, scorpions strike fear into the hearts of many who see them.

04— I think we have a natural reaction to anything with different body morphology.

Ben Hutchins is an invertebrate biologist at Texas Parks and Wildlife. He says scorpions dwell in a wide variety 
of habitats.

03— Pretty much any habitat except Alpine environments.

Although we have several species of scorpions in Texas, Hutchins says we’re not likely to run into them.

18— Usually, we don’t run into them that often because they’re mainly active at night; during the day they’re 
usually hiding under rocks, under logs – deep in leaf litter as well. So, we don’t run into them a lot, except when 
perhaps we’re in the yard gardening, or they might wander into our house at night.

It’s that last part about wandering into the house at night that’s worrisome. Why do they come into our homes?

08— It’s not really intentional; during their foraging, they might see a crack under your door as just another 
crevice that they’ll be traveling through in search of prey.

Once they’re inside, they could make themselves comfy.

08— If you have a room with the lights off and lots of boxes – places to hide – that mirrors their natural 
environment with lots of secure hiding place for them.

Note to self: remove boxes from home office and turn on lights. Find an article about scorpions in the June issue 
of Texas Parks and Wildlife Magazine.

Wildlife: Benefits of Scorpions

Tuesday, June 17th, 2014

Texas boasts a fair number of scorpion species. 

06— There are about 18 species in Texas. Depending on where you’re at – you may have more or less.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/exptexas/programs/wildgame/
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-texas-scorpions/
http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/jun/ed_3_scorpions/
http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/jun/ed_3_scorpions/
https://passporttotexas.org/wildlife-benefits-of-scorpions/


Ben Hutchins is an invertebrate biologist at Texas Parks and Wildlife.

10— In all of Texas, we don’t have scorpions that are considered life threatening. As with any animal that has 
venom, there’s always the possibility of an allergic reaction.

Hutchins says in healthy non-allergic people a scorpion sting will cause discomfort, but not for long. You might 
want to cut scorpions some slack – they’re beneficial in a couple of ways.

23— Scorpions are predators, and so they feed on a variety of potential pest organisms. Some scorpions also 
feed on other scorpions, so they do have an important role in the environment potentially controlling pest 
populations…insects…spiders…other arachnids. There’s also potential medical utility for scorpions as well – 
using venom to treat medical conditions.

Researchers are studying scorpion venom’s qualities as a pain killer. So, if a scorpion wanders into your home 
some summer evening while foraging, don’t kill it.

12— There’s really no cause for alarm. What I usually do is use a cup [and place it over the scorpion and use 
a] piece of paper that you kind of slide under there to pick up the scorpion. And then you can just remove it and 
put it in an area where it can do its business.

Recreation/Cooking: Going Dutch (Oven)

Wednesday, June 18th, 2014

If your summertime meal planning includes al fresco dining…a Dutch oven will make cooking up tasty treats a 
snap

06—And you can cook anything that you would at home, on a fire, outdoors, while you’re camping with your 
family or friends.

Dutch oven enthusiast, Tim Spice, heads up boater safety at Parks and Wildlife. In use since the 1700s, Dutch 
ovens are made of cast iron.

10—Today the Dutch oven has legs on the bottom and a rim on the lid so that you can put coals under it and on 
top of it and cook as you would in your oven at home.

The key to Dutch oven cooking success is temperature control. 

22—You hold your hand six inches above the coals…thousand one…thousand two….thousand three…if you 
have to pull your hand away sooner because it’s uncomfortable from the heat – it’s hotter than three-fifty. If you 
can hold your hand longer than three seconds, it’s colder than three-fifty. And, since most food is cooked at 
three hundred and fifty degrees in the oven, that’s where you’ll want to start gauging your heat.

Tim says the best way to learn how to Dutch oven cook is to just do it.

12—Don’t be intimidated by that Dutch oven. Grab one and take it home and practice. And then, take your folks 
out to the state park and spend the day and have a great meal at the end of a great day outdoors.

Recereation/Cooking: The Forgiving Dutch Oven

Thursday, June 19th, 2014

https://passporttotexas.org/recreationcooking-going-dutch-oven/
https://passporttotexas.org/recereationcooking-the-forgiving-dutch-oven/


Cast iron is a durable metal with an outstanding capacity to hold and transfer heat. No wonder it’s used to make 
Dutch ovens.

07—A Dutch oven is a cast iron pot that pioneers used to cook their meals in over an open fire.

Tim Spice is manager of boater education at TPW and an accomplished Dutch oven cook. 

07—I’ve done some stuffed Cornish game hens and quiche. Whatever you can bake in your oven you can bake 
in a Dutch oven.

For the new Dutch oven enthusiast, Tim recommends starting with a foolproof recipe.

17—Stews are easy. Liquid recipes are forgiving in a Dutch oven. So, I just tell people to start with that. Pick a 
great beef stew or a chicken stew and go after it. Vegetables, stock and the meat of your choice – and just let it 
cook away. And you’ll have a great meal in a short period of time.

If you’re worried about using your Dutch oven for the first time in the wide open spaces, Tim says to do a test 
run in your home oven.

16—If I want to try something on a fire, I’ll get my Dutch oven out and I’ll cook it in my oven so I don’t have to 
worry about temperature control. I can focus on recipe adjustment. Let’s face it, when you’re out in the woods, 
camping – you’re trying to have a good time –you don’t have a full kitchen behind you. So, that’s what I do. I 
use it a lot.

Recreation/Cooking: Seasoning Your Dutch Oven

Friday, June 20th, 2014

Cast iron Dutch ovens have been around a long time.

05—You may have seen something that your grandmother had –an old pot that she sat on the stove that was 
black.

Tim Spice is a Dutch Oven enthusiast. The ovens have changed little since great-grandma’s day, except some 
now come pre-seasoned.

18—You know, what’s neat is, in the last couple of years, one of the major manufacturers has come out with a 
pre-seasoned Dutch oven. And I swore as a purist I wouldn’t buy one, and I did get one, and wow – already 
seasoned – it was fabulous. Jump right in and start cooking.

If you prefer to season it the old fashioned way – use it.

13—And after you cook a few times it will be season. And what we mean by ‘seasoned’ is, as you cook, micro-
layers of carbon build up on the cast iron, and gives it a non-stick quality. 

Groups, such as the Lone Star Dutch Oven Society are dedicated to preserving this kind of cookery.

12—And you can just do a search on your favorite engine, and you’ll find lots of different things. Some of these 
groups have ‘dogs’ is what they call them – Dutch oven gatherings – where they get together and they just all 
cook their favorite food, and have a grand old time. 

https://passporttotexas.org/recreationcooking-seasoning-your-dutch-oven/


Find recipes and links to Dutch oven groups at passporttotexas.org.

Recreation/Cooking: Seasoning Your Dutch Oven

Friday, June 20th, 2014

Cast iron Dutch ovens have been around a long time.

05—You may have seen something that your grandmother had –an old pot that she sat on the stove that was 
black.

Tim Spice is a Dutch Oven enthusiast. The ovens have changed little since great-grandma’s day, except some 
now come pre-seasoned.

18—You know, what’s neat is, in the last couple of years, one of the major manufacturers has come out with a 
pre-seasoned Dutch oven. And I swore as a purist I wouldn’t buy one, and I did get one, and wow – already 
seasoned – it was fabulous. Jump right in and start cooking.

If you prefer to season it the old fashioned way – use it.

13—And after you cook a few times it will be season. And what we mean by ‘seasoned’ is, as you cook, micro-
layers of carbon build up on the cast iron, and gives it a non-stick quality. 

Groups, such as the Lone Star Dutch Oven Society are dedicated to preserving this kind of cookery.

12—And you can just do a search on your favorite engine, and you’ll find lots of different things. Some of these 
groups have ‘dogs’ is what they call them – Dutch oven gatherings – where they get together and they just all 
cook their favorite food, and have a grand old time. 

Find recipes and links to Dutch oven groups at passporttotexas.org.

____________________________________________
LONE STAR DUTCH OVEN SOCIETY: http://www.lsdos.com/index2.html [copy and paste link into your 
browser]

RECIPES FROM TIM SPICE

Hello folks. It is easy to get started with Dutch Ovens cooking. Here are some simple and great recipes! You 
want to cook these over a 350-degree heat. And to determine that, place your hand six-inches over the hot coals 
and count — one Mississippi…two Mississippi…three Mississippi…. If you can keep your hand over the coals 
for three seconds, then you have a temperature of 350-degrees. TS

CHICKEN STEW

Heat your Dutch oven over the coals with 1/8 inch of vegetable oil. When it is hot (not smoking), carefully 
place a cut up chicken in the oil and brown the chicken on both sides. When the chicken is browned cover the 
chicken with stock, (I use pre-made stock from the grocery).

https://passporttotexas.org/recreationcooking-seasoning-your-dutch-oven/


Dice half an onion, place in the pot with one Bay leaf and some salt and pepper. Simmer over medium heat for 
15 minutes. Add potatoes, carrots and celery and continue to simmer until the chicken falls off the bone, 
approximately 45 minutes.

When the chicken is done, you may thicken the stew with flour or cornstarch.

For an added bonus, get some biscuit mix and make dumpling in a plastic baggie. Cut a hole in one corner and 
squeeze out golf ball sized dough right on the top of the stew. Cover and heat until the dumplings are done in 
the middle. Add a few more coals to the top for a golden brown dumpling.

NOTE: You can use this same recipe to make beef stew by just substituting beef for the chicken.

COBBLER

Nothing beats a hot cobbler sitting around the campfire!

Start with canned fruit. (Peaches for the traditionalist.) For a 12 inch Dutch, 4 standard size cans will do. I use 2 
cans of fruit and two cans of fruit pie filling.

Drain the fruit and reserve the liquid. Place the fruit and a few dabs of butter in the Dutch oven along with 
brown sugar and cinnamon. (I have a big sweet tooth so I use up to a cup of brown sugar, you may use less or 
none at all.)

Next, take 1/2 a box of yellow cake mix and place it in a plastic baggie. Mix with the reserved fruit juice and 
water until it is a little thicker than cake batter. Cut a small hole in one corner and pipe the batter on top of the 
fruit mixture. Then take a handful of dry mix and sprinkle on top of the cobbler.

Place the Dutch oven on the coals and maintain a 350-degree oven for approximately 45 minutes. If the top is 
not browning after 30 minutes add more coals to the top.

If the fruit filling is not bubbling gently, add more coals to the bottom. Finally, 5 minutes before the cobbler is 
done sprinkle with pecans. GUARANTEED TO PLEASE! 

Paddling: Learn to Kayak Before the Year Ends

Monday, June 23rd, 2014

Just because the year’s half over, that doesn’t mean it’s too late to make good on your New Year resolutions; 
especially the one where you said you would learn a new outdoor activity like canoeing or kayaking. 

04— A lot of state parks offer paddling 101 workshops.

See? It’s your lucky day. Rob Owen is a member of the Texas Outdoor Family and Texas Outdoor Education 
team. 

12— These [101 workshops] will be an opportunity to come out to a park and learn from a ranger, briefly, 
about safety and some paddling strokes and having an opportunity just to use some equipment that otherwise 
you might not have regular access to.

Talk about removing barriers to your success. And, if you use good judgment on the water – Rob says you can 
forgo the workshop altogether.

https://passporttotexas.org/paddling-learn-to-kayak-before-the-year-ends/


14— Oftentimes, paddling skills are developed just through experience. If you take the opportunity to be safe, 
and think ahead about your plan, and where you want to paddle – and match your skill to the body of water you 
want to paddle on – then you really can start from scratch.

Good-bye excuses, hello good times paddling in Texas state parks. Just log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
website to find the next paddling 101 workshop, or where you can rent paddling gear.

Paddling: Kayak Safety

Tuesday, June 24th, 2014

Putting others first is a selfless act, but when it comes to being on the water, Rob Owen says: you are number 
one!

03— Look after yourself first, and be safe about your decision-making.

That just means if you’re going out on a canoe or kayak be prepared, aware and set a good example. Owen 
works on the Parks and Wildlife Texas Outdoor Family and Texas Outdoor Education team.

17— Take along with you what you need for your day. Taking water is especially important. Sunscreen also; 
there’s nothing worse than a beet red sunburn on the end of a paddle trip – I’ve been there. Additionally, a life 
jacket and a whistle are two very important pieces of equipment for being on the water.

Having a lifejacket on board is one thing; wearing it while you’re underway is another.

10— As we like to say: Nobody’s Waterproof. You never know what’s going to happen when you fall out of the 
boat. So, it’s always a good idea to have that insurance policy. So, have that lifejacket on at all times [when 
you’re on the water].

Log onto the Texas Parks and Wildlife website to find safety information, paddling 101 workshops, and where 
you can rent paddling gear.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our series, funded by your purchase of fishing and 
hunting equipment and motor boat fuel.

Invasives: Clean, Drain and Dry

Wednesday, June 25th, 2014

Arriving in the ballast of ships from Eastern Europe, zebra mussels reached the Great Lakes in the 1980s.

05— They’ve been pretty steadily moving across much of the eastern and central portion of the United States.

Inland fisheries biologist Brian Van Zee says they arrived in Lake Texoma in 2009; and occupy waters of 6 
lakes in north and Central Texas. 

10—They’re primarily moved from water body to water body by boaters, who don’t take the time to clean, drain 
and dry when heading from an infested lake to a non-infested lake.

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/calendar/paddling
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/calendar/paddling
https://passporttotexas.org/paddling-kayak-safety/
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/calendar/paddling
https://passporttotexas.org/invasives-clean-drain-and-dry/


As filter feeders Zebra Mussels impact the aquatic food chain and compete for plankton. They clog water intake 
pipes of municipal utility districts, causing significant increases in maintenance and operational costs. It’s vital 
boaters clean, drain and dry their boats after every outing.

19—We recommend boaters dry their boats for at least a week before they go from one lake to the next. If they 
pull the plug out of the bottom of the boat, lower the engines down, and make sure there’s no water in them, and 
make sure the live wells are empty, and open those compartments up and let them dry in between going from 
one lake to the next, you really reduce that risk of moving zebra mussels from one lake to another.

At this time, clean, drain and dry is the law in 47 Texas counties, and could expand to statewide. [NOTE: Since 
the program was first produced, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission met and approved a new 
regulation requiring that all boats operating on public fresh water anywhere in Texas be drained before 
leaving or approaching a lake or river to help combat the further spread of zebra mussels and other 
invasive species. The new measure takes effect July 1, 2014.]

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our series.

Angling: Artificial Reefs

Thursday, June 26th, 2014

What do concrete, decommissioned ships and retired oil platforms have in common? They’re all materials used 
to create artificial reefs in the Gulf of Mexico. But if you ask Dale Shively which is best material for creating 
this marine habitat, he says: it depends.

04— We have all of those materials in our program, and they all serve a different purpose.

Shively is Texas Parks and Wildlife program leader for artificial reefs. 

27— Farther off shore, we have mainly petroleum platforms. They’re solid, stable, and durable. They’re 
massive structures that give a lot of area to invertebrate growth and bring in a lot of fish species. Ships that we 
put out are good habitat, but they’re also primarily to bring in diving opportunities. And then as you move in 
closer to shore, in our near shore reefs, we use a lot of concrete – bridge rubble and things like that – that are 
good for fishing.

The reefs create habitat for marine species, and this leads to better angling and diving opportunities. 

12— What we’ve seen with the Texas Clipper project, is that economic returns for angling could be over a 
million dollars a year back to the local economy. Whereas diving could be several million. 

Find an article on the value of artificial reefs in the June issue of Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration program supports our Series. Angling: Value of 
Artificial Reefs

Friday, June 27th, 2014

An article by Melissa Gaskill in the June issue of Texas parks and Wildlife magazine, explores the value of 
artificial reefs. These are retired structures like oil platforms that create much-needed hard substrate in the gulf. 
She asks whether the reefs increase marine populations, or simply aggregate existing populations.

https://passporttotexas.org/angling-artificial-reefs/
http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/jun/ed_2_reefs/
https://passporttotexas.org/angling-value-of-artificial-reefs/
https://passporttotexas.org/angling-value-of-artificial-reefs/
http://tpwmagazine.com/archive/2014/jun/ed_2_reefs/


07— The first thing that happens when you put any kind of structure in the water is that fish species will 
congregate around it; they’re attracted to that.

Dale Shively is Texas Parks and Wildlife program leader for artificial reefs. He says congregating is just the 
beginning.

20— There also is production that goes on. Once you get that marine life growing, you’re creating an 
ecosystem. You’re not only bringing fish species in, but they stay there, live there, they spawn there. You can 
find the juveniles on there. That doesn’t mean that some of those fish species don’t migrate away at times. But 
they actually use it for various life stages.

Through a monitoring program, Shively says they’re attempting to quantify various fish species by relative 
abundance.

21— There is also a debate about how valuable are oil platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. There are a lot of 
fishermen who claim that you remove these and you’re destroying the red snapper population. There’s another 
school of thought that the red snapper were here originally without the oil platforms. But, there’s no doubt that 
the red snapper population has increased since we have more structure out there.

Read about this debate in the June issue of Texas Parks and Wildlife Magazine.

The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program supports our Series.

TPW TV: Tent Revival

Monday, June 30th, 2014

When Ryan Spencer worked for Texas parks and Wildlife, he connected people with nature via the Texas 
Outdoor Family Program.

05— I work out of a trailer and we go all over the state. It’s a unique office, but I really love it. 

Ryan currently manages the Children in Nature Collaborative of Austin. But when he was with Texas Parks and 
Wildlife, he would…

04— …go from park to park and show people how to go camping for the first time.

Studies show that when children spend time outside with their families they are healthier, happier and smarter. 
In addition, the family bond grows stronger.

08— They have better family cohesion. So that means, that children who spend more time with their parents 
outside, become nicer teenagers when they grow up.

And it all starts with engaging the outdoors as a family.

12— We teach about “Leave No Trace” and how to protect the environment while you’re out there enjoying it. 
We want to give them some skills that they can repeat on their own when they come back from the state park. 
So, things like cooking on a camp stove; setting up a tent. 

To find a Texas Outdoor Family Workshop, visit the Texas Parks and Wildlife website. 

https://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-tent-revival/


And tune into the Texas parks and Wildlife PBS TV series this week to see Ryan Spencer in action teaching 
families about the outdoors. Check your local listings.


